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Chapter 1081: Dark Sky World Origin Devil Emperor 

Although he knew that Si Yuxiao was powerful. 

But for a long time, because it was an outsider, Si Yuxiao lowered his posture in front of everyone, so it 

gave people a feeling of bullying. 

Emperor Ling Juewu didn't even think about it, and immediately labeled Si Yuxiao and Su Lang as 

conspiracy. 

however. 

Si Yuxiao hasn't waited for a refutation. 

There was a burst of crazy laughter from the side. 

"Hahahaha!" 

"What a joke!" 

"I attracted the Dark Sky Clan, so no one should want to take away my credit!" 

"It's me, I contacted the Origin Devil Emperor in the Underworld, and let the Dark Sky world anchor the 

Emperor Body World!!" 

"You bastard, ah, you dare to take credit for me, that's a miracle I created!" 

"I have attracted the Origin Demon Emperor. Our world will be reformed. We will no longer need to be 

stuck at the quasi-xian level and die, hahahaha!" 

"..." 

The wild laughter and endless chatter were mixed together, which seemed incoherent. 

Everyone followed the sound, but it was Hu Sixi, who had been limp before, pointing at Emperor Ling 

Juewu and shouting. 

The Emperor Wu really wanted to roll his eyes. 

When I wanted to ask before, I was so scared that I couldn't speak. 

At this time, he had the courage to defend the ‘miracle’ he created in front of so many Emperor Wu! 

However, when you think of this person as "True Lost", you can understand... 

And Hu Sixi cursed. 

Suddenly all the doubts of Emperor Ling Juewu became a joke! 

"you......" 

Emperor Ling Juewu never expected that he wanted to take the opportunity to beat Su Lang, but he was 

beaten in the face again! 
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The hatred in his heart was utterly uttered! 

Fortunately, he is not a weak old man like Wang Situ, otherwise he would have to die on the spot. 

however. 

No matter how angry. 

He can only be speechless. 

After all, Hu Sixi was the person who experienced the whole process of the emperor's inheritance of the 

forbidden land. 

Listening to what Hu Sixi said, he was still the culprit of the abnormal changes in the emperor's 

forbidden place! 

The culprit surrendered directly, he Ling Jue still said a fart! 

"Ling Jue." 

"You are too impetuous, too suspicious." 

"At this moment of crisis, it shouldn't be the case to suspect the same way." 

Emperor Jiao Qinwu spoke at this time, "I think you should go back to retreat first and calm down." 

The implication: Stop twittering, just stay where it's cool. 

When Emperor Ling Juewu heard this, his face suddenly paled. 

Emperor Jiao Qin Wu could represent the Emperor Wu Palace, and he was basically the captain of 

everyone on this trip. 

And now, the captain kicked him out of the team! 

This is another big slap in the face! 

It's so miserable! 

"Humph!" 

"I...I'm going!!" 

Emperor Ling Juewu snorted heavily, and his sleeves were about to smash with his hands. 

"but!!" 

Emperor Ling Juewu left immediately, but pointed at Hu Sixi and said, "This culprit must be eliminated!" 

With that said, he slapped Hu Sixi with a vicious palm! 

This is to vent resentment and anger! 

Hu Sixi was frightened silly! 

boom! ! 



There was a loud noise. 

It turned out that Emperor Ling Juewu flew out directly! 

But seeing the aftermath of the power, Su Lang slowly retracted his palm, his face was positive: 

"Emperor Ling Juewu, this Hu Sixi concerns the Dark Sky World and Origin Devil Emperor. You cannot kill 

it at will." 

This statement came out. 

The emperors nodded one after another. 

Hu Sixi must have more clues about the dark world and the origin of the Devil Emperor. 

The opponent's world can anchor the emperor's body and inherit the forbidden land, and the Canglan 

Continent, which is the object of the forbidden space, will probably also be anchored in coordinates. 

In other words, the dark world is another potentially hostile world. 

Moreover, it is very likely to be stronger than Jingtian Continent! 

Thought of this. 

The expressions of the emperors became more solemn, and even a little worried. 

However, Emperor Ling Juewu sat on the ground in the posture of Pingsha Luoyan, and ploughed a long 

dirt ditch, which was extremely embarrassed. 

He stared at Su Lang violently, shaking with anger. 

This time, it was the third time he was beaten in the face here! 

As one of the veteran Wudi in the dignified Canglan Continent, this is really a shame! 

but. 

In addition to jealousy and resentment, Emperor Ling Juewu was also very shocked and shocked. 

Chapter 1082: This person is terrible! 

His strength is much stronger than Zhou You! 

However, Su Lang, who had fought with Zhou You for so long, was able to slap him away! 

During this period, only a few days have passed! ? 

OMG, be a man! 

After a while. 

The horror in Ling Juewu's heart gradually dissipated. 

Instead, there is a trace of fear. Of course, resentment cannot be reduced, but more. 

He stood up without saying a word, and flew away, his back was sad and miserable. 
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Emperor Wudi, who had some friendship with Ling Jue, caught up to try to comfort him, but was pushed 

aside by Emperor Ling Juewu angrily, and yelled. 

Di Yu Wudi suddenly shook his head in annoyance, no longer caring about Emperor Ling Juewu. 

"It shouldn't be too late, Daoist Su Lang, please revoke the formation." 

Si Yu smiled and glanced at Emperor Ling Juewu's away back, and smiled at Su Lang. 

"Ok!" 

Su Lang hooked his mouth and nodded, waved his hand to revoke the formation. 

The wave of dark energy that had lost the shackles of the formation, suddenly shrouded like a 

mushroom cloud of nuclear bombs. 

Immediately after. 

All the emperors showed their supernatural powers and used various positive energy methods to purify 

this almost endless dark negative energy. 

The dead souls and negative incense ghosts contained in it naturally cannot escape the palm of 

everyone's hands, and they are freed and killed! 

Simultaneously. 

"what!!" 

"I don't want to go back!" 

"Don't catch me back, I want to hit a higher realm above Emperor Wu!" 

Hu Sixi seemed to be frightened by the black wave, as if mentally ill, he screamed and ran out. 

I don't know if he was really frightened, or pretending to be crazy and trying to escape. 

All Wudi naturally did not allow him to leave. 

Huang Shen Wudi stepped forward, reached out his hand, grabbed Hu Sixi's back collar, and lifted it up 

like a little chicken. 

Hu Sixi was suppressed by the fifth rank of Huang Shenwu Emperor, and his brain was covered with fear 

again, and his body was limp like mud. 

Here. 

After canceling the formation, Su Lang immediately used the system function to refine the formation 

with one key, refining the formation of the "Five Elements Yin and Yang Sealing Emperor Formation" and 

handed it to Emperor Jiao Qin Wu. 

This disc is overflowing with light, and it contains the rhyme of the Five Elements Yin-Yang Avenue, 

which is very mysterious. 



The old man Qing Xiao on the side looked dizzy and seemed to want to borrow to study, but at this 

critical moment, he did not speak. 

"Friends Langdi, please rest assured, I will use it carefully." 

Emperor Jiao Qinwu solemnly took over the formation and placed it carefully. 

Seven-turn emperor formation, even in Wudi Palace, is extremely rare! 

"Friend Jiao Qin, please don't have too many scruples." 

Su Lang said sincerely, "Even if the formation is destroyed, it can be destroyed in the battle against 

powerful enemies in another world." 

Emperor Jiao Qinwu didn't speak again, but smiled and nodded. 

Soon. 

Jiao Qin took Su Lang's formation, along with Zun Sheng and Si Yuxiao, through the entrance opened by 

Su Lang and entered the inheritance of the emperor. 

usually. 

The five forbidden areas are covered by the power of special avenues, and Emperor Wu is not allowed 

to enter. 

Once Emperor Wu forcefully breaks through, the forbidden area will self-destruct, and the separated life 

universe and Emperor Wu inheritance will also be wiped out. 

But at this time with the permission of Emperor Xuanyu, these rules were naturally lifted. 

After Emperor Jiao Qin Wu, Emperor Wu Zun Sheng, and Emperor Zi Ming Wu Si Yu Xiao entered the 

emperor's forbidden area. 

While purifying the dark negative energy that was constantly spilling out, the rest of Wudi plunged their 

spiritual power into the forbidden world of the emperor's body to observe the battle. 

Actually. 

From the time when Emperor Ling Juewu provoked the incident to this moment, there was only a few 

minutes for everyone to say a few words. 

In the emperor forbidden area, Emperor Xuanyu and Kuang Erlu were still facing each other. 

However, Kuang Erlu had obviously retired. 

Through the upright reaction of Emperor Xuanyu, how could Kuang Erlu fail to guess that the person 

who came was the helper of Emperor Xuanyu! ? 

Although those who spy on their own spiritual power, most of the visitors are relatively weak Wudi, but 

there are still a few strong ones. 

Especially one of them, its mental power seems to have reached the rank of Emperor Wudi of Rank 

Eight. 



This person is terrible! 

Hmm... of course this person is Su Lang. 

Time has passed so long, Su Lang's spiritual power has also climbed to a very high level in the realm of 

Kongni. 

Kuang Erlu is only the sixth rank martial emperor. How can he not be afraid of being scared by Su Lang's 

eighth rank martial emperor's mental power? 

but. 

Kuang Erlu hasn't flinched yet, because he has a hole card! 

Chapter 1083: Begging for your strength! 

Actually. 

Kuang Erlu's hole card is not only a hole card, but also restricts his shackles and prohibitions! 

This is why he did not flinch. 

Rumble! 

There was a rumbling sonic boom from the sky, and the speed of the three Wudi was faster than the 

sound, I don't know how much, they had already come to Emperor Xuanyu. 

"Master Xuanwu Emperor Wu!" 

Emperor Jiao Qinwu, Zun Sheng and Si Yu laughed, saluting in the body of Emperor Xuan Yu. 

"Everyone is too polite, don't be like this." 

Emperor Xuanyu smiled and shook his head, "After the foreign enemy is driven away, I will definitely 

treat everyone." 

He is such a kind to perverted person. 

It makes Si Yu laugh incredible. 

However, Emperor Wu Jiao Qin and Emperor Zun Sheng Wu had contact with the four previous 

inheritors of the forbidden area, so they knew something about Xuan Xuan. 

"Then thank Master Xuanhuo." 

Jiao Qin said with a smile, "However, the most urgent task is to deal with the enemy." 

The voice fell off. 

Everyone's eyes fell on Kuang Erlu. 

"Ha ha!" 

"Are you here to die?" 
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Kuang Erlu looked at the three newly arrived Emperor Wu, and couldn't help showing a sneer. 

Why? 

Because the guy who was suspected of being Emperor Wudi of Rank Eight was not among them! 

"Humph!" 

"You are only Rank 6 Wudi level." 

"Could it be possible to survive the siege of the four of us!?" 

"I advise you to catch it immediately, otherwise, this will be your end!" 

Emperor Zunsheng Wu's eyes boiled with killing intent, and a punch was blasted down. 

The terrifying rules of the Great Dao are as powerful as living creatures, and they have identified the 

armored men of the Dark Sky clan, and they have all killed them! 

Just this trick. 

All the dark sky tribes are dead. 

Kuang Erlu instantly became a polished commander. 

Of course, this has no effect on Kuang Erlu, but it only weakens his appearance a little bit. 

"Hahaha!" 

"Do you think it's possible for me to catch it!?" 

Kuang Erlu's face twisted, revealing a hideous and distorted look, "Stop talking nonsense, come on, 

speak with strength!" 

A thunderous voice came from Kuang Erlu's mouth, with a violent, cruel and cold-blooded breath, which 

made people shudder. 

For this result. 

The three of Jiao Qin and others had known for a long time. 

The reason for mentioning it is entirely by chance. 

In addition, by the way, those dark sky tribes have been solved, so as not to destroy this world when 

they can't be distracted by the war. 

"Since you are going to fight to the end." 

"Then we will beat you to death!" 

The icy voice of Emperor Jiao Qinwu came. 

Although she was a female, she was as fierce as Kuang Erlu broke out at this time. 

After all, Jiao Qin is a veteran Wudi who has participated in many subcontinent battles. 



During the battles, even Emperor Wu died in her hands in double digits. 

In the battlefield, the atmosphere became more solemn. 

At a certain moment. 

It is like a closed space with increasing pressure, reaching a critical point and exploding instantly! 

"dead!" 

With a violent shout, Emperor Jiao Qin Wu and Emperor Zun Sheng Wu sacrificed their imperial soldiers, 

and with one sword and one sword, they killed Kuang Erlu. 

Emperor Xuanyu showed warfare, bravery, and tenacity on his face, stretched out a hand, and squeezed 

it down. 

A terrifying giant hand condensed by almighty will suddenly fell, with a very strong sealing power, to 

capture Kuang Erlu. 

And Si Yuxiao disappeared silently from the place, and disappeared! 

"I really thought you would win if you had more people!?" 

Kuang Erlu slowly closed his eyes, and his temperament suddenly changed from a brutal beast to a 

devout believer. 

"Great Origin Demon Emperor!" 

"Kuang Erlu who fought for you, beg for your strength!" 

This was not a prayer that was read out, but two thoughts flashed by Kuang Erlu. 

The next moment. 

The attacks of Emperor Wu, such as Jiao Qin, fell directly on Kuang Erlu. 

The sword emperor's soldiers screamed and hummed, penetrating the earth and the clouds, and the 

giant palm of Emperor Xuanyu's body was broken inch by inch, unable to dissipate. 

Even if the emperors tried their best to restrict, the aftermath of the fierce battle spread out, sweeping 

the whole world! 

The water evaporates directly, and the earth swells with huge waves like the surface of the water, the 

peaks collapse one after another, deep valleys turn into huge mountains, hills into plains, and huge 

peaks into oceans! 

Chapter 1084: Weird armor! 

This is a real world disaster! 

Fortunately, the world on this side is almost dead, and there are no creatures, otherwise it will inevitably 

cause huge casualties. 

As for the negative incense ghosts that hover between heaven and earth? 
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They die when they die, ignore it! 

The three Wudi had a head-on blow, possessing the ability to destroy the heavens and the earth. 

Such powerful power can fall on Kuang Erlu, how is Kuang Erlu? 

"not dead......" 

"I can feel that Kuang Erlu is not only not dead, but not even injured!" 

"The strange warrior from the different world of the dark sky is so strange and difficult!" 

"..." 

After the three of Jiao Qinwu's blows, they all stepped back and showed vigilance. 

Si Yuxiao, who hadn't taken a shot, also dived into the void again, looking for a suitable assassination 

opportunity. 

The martial emperors outside also tightened, and Su Lang narrowed his eyes. 

"Jie Jie Jie Jie!" 

Continuous and rampant laughter came from the ripples of energy in the sky. 

Following that, there was a majestic aura that had reached the rank of Rank Seven Martial Emperor! 

Immediately after. 

A huge figure appeared in front of everyone. 

I saw Kuang Erlu, a muscular man before, has become a giant with a height of 100 meters! 

The whole body is wrapped in tough and heavy armor, the lines are tough and smooth, and it actually 

has the feeling of mecha. 

And there are countless spikes on his body, and his body is full of weapons! 

"Lying down..." 

"Is this the legendary black armor warrior?" 

Su Lang murmured silently, and couldn't help rolling his eyes. 

Tucao returns to Tucao. 

Su Lang paid more attention to Kuang Erlu. 

Just now, Kuang Erlu seemed to be connected with a mysterious and terrifying existence. 

Immediately, an immense force flooded into Kuang Erlu's armor, causing a huge change in Kuang Erlu's 

form and combat power. 

"That armor is like muscle tissue." 

"And it looks like an independent living thing, like a parasite parasitic on Kuang Erlu!" 



"There is a faint aura of horror far surpassing Emperor Wu's rank above." 

"This armor is definitely not simple, you must study it if you have the opportunity." 

As Su Lang thought silently, the situation on the battlefield reversed. 

The armored giant Kuang Erlu, who has the power of Emperor Wudi of Rank 7, appeared in front of 

Emperor Zunsheng Wudi for a flash, and blasted out with a punch. 

The house-sized fist was covered with countless spikes. If it were hit, it would definitely die 

incomparably miserable! 

"Unbeatable!" 

Emperor Zunsheng Wu used his strongest defensive moves in an instant. 

He plunged into the special rhyme of Dao, completely gave up the attack, but greatly improved his 

defense! 

And it has a certain degree of immunity to energy attacks and physical attacks! 

boom! ! 

The sound like a giant drum spread all over the world. 

Emperor Zunsheng Wu was directly flew by a punch, his body was twisted, his eyes were dilated, blood 

surged in his mouth, and he was already seriously injured and exhausted! 

Although he used the strongest defensive moves, he still couldn't stop Kuang Erlu, who was promoted to 

Rank Seven Martial Emperor. 

Fortunately, Zunsheng Wudi was seriously wounded, and he won the opportunity to attack the other 

three Wudi! 

"Purification!" 

A large amount of omnipotent aspiration power overflowed from Emperor Xuanyu's body, turned into a 

kind of energy with powerful purifying power, and entangled Kuang Erlu all over the world. 

Kuang Erlu is full of dark energy and negative incense aspirations. Xuan Xuan's approach is precisely 

aimed at this point and wants to weaken it. 

"Ruling Emperor Guang!" 

Emperor Jiao Qinwu throws the long sword of the emperor in his hand and directly turns it into a golden 

energy lightsaber of thousands of meters, blooming with a holy and bright light, enveloping Kuang Erlu, 

the size of 100 meters. 

"West Hunter!" 

Si Yuxiao also shot, a cold blade of light flashed from the void, with extremely terrifying piercing power, 

slammed Kuang Erlu's neck. 

"Both Jiao Qin and Si Yuxiao have demonstrated the fighting power of Rank Seven Martial Emperor." 



Watching this scene, Su Lang couldn't help being a little surprised, saying that the heroes of the world 

should not be underestimated. 

Especially for a freak like Si Yuxiao, using the fifth-rank martial emperor's realm to exert the attack 

power of the seventh-rank martial emperor, it is really powerful. 

"unfortunately......" 

Su Lang immediately shook his head, "An attack of this level still cannot kill Kuang Erlu!" 

Chapter 1085: Su Lang's speculation 

As if verified Su Lang's guess. 

The purification energy of Emperor Xuanyu's body fell, and Kuang Erlu's dark energy and negative 

incense willingness immediately melted like white snow. 

But it only weakened a small part. 

Kuang Erlu's armor seemed to be an existence beyond the level of Emperor Wu. 

However, Emperor Xuanyu was only an ordinary Rank 6 Wudi, and naturally he could not greatly weaken 

Kuang Erlu. 

The attacks of Emperor Jiao Qin Wu and Si Yuxiao caused some damage to Kuang Erlu. 

With the violent metallic power of the avenue and the power of the light attribute avenue, the 

‘Judgment Emperor’s light’ pitted Kuang Erlu’s armor into pits and cracks. 

A trace of blood overflowed from the crack and gathered into a stream flowing down Kuang Erlu's huge 

body. 

Si Yuxiao's'West Hunting Lin' hit the key point of Kuang Erlu's neck, pierced through the armor, splashed 

with debris, and instantly pierced in! 

The blood of a canopy blasted out thousands of meters like a high-pressure water gun! 

however. 

Kuang Erlu just became stiff, then waved his hand fiercely, killing a void. 

There were countless sharp spikes shot out from the body, attacking Emperor Jiao Qin Wu and others 

who had just used the ultimate move. 

Jiao Qin and others had to immediately return to defense and resort to various means to block Kuang 

Erlu's attack. 

"Jie Jie Jie Jie!" 

"Just with you, you also want to kill me who has accepted the power of Origin Demon Emperor!?" 

Kuang Erlu raised his head, and in his blood-red eyes, there were three small pupils rotating 

continuously. 
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"The power of the Origin Devil Emperor!?" 

Su Lang, who saw the battle clearly, was suddenly surprised. 

"Could it be that the armor was made by the Origin Devil Emperor?" 

"No, how can those Wu Shengwuxians get the rewards of the Origin Demon Emperor? That kind of 

existence is even better than the Ninth Rank Wudi." 

"Then, those armors are simply the muscle tissue of the Origin Devil Emperor!?" 

"In the dark world, all warriors have armors, and they all have the muscles of the Origin Devil Emperor?" 

"It's not right, unless the Origin Devil Emperor is dead, how can he let his body be divided by countless 

ants!" 

"But Kuang Er Luneng contacted the Origin Demon Emperor and gained terrifying power, indicating that 

the Origin Demon Emperor was not dead." 

"..." 

Su Lang frowned and thought hard, "By the way, there is a negative incense aspiration on the armor. 

Could it be that the Origin Demon Emperor is dead, but transformed into the incense Wudi, the original 

body was given to countless clansmen!?" 

But this is not right. 

Again. 

No Emperor Wu will allow countless ants to carve up his body! 

Even if it is given actively, there must be an extremely important reason, and it must be related to the 

great interests of the Origin Devil Emperor himself! 

However, what benefits can be gained by letting the ants carve up their bodies! ? 

"Can't figure it out..." 

"This dark world is really strange." 

"But my current strength can't be explored yet, not to mention the opponent's world coordinates can't 

be found." 

Su Lang temporarily suppressed the problem in his heart and continued to watch the war in the world of 

the emperor. 

The two sides fought for one or two rounds, in fact it was only an instant. 

at this time. 

On the side of Canglan Continent, Emperor Zunsheng Wu was directly injured and exhausted, leaving 

only the three of Jiao Qin, Xuanyu Emperor and Si Yuxiao. 

Facing the powerful Kuang Erlu, he has fallen into an obvious disadvantage. 



"Hold it down!" 

Emperor Jiao Qin Wu immediately set the next strategy-war of attrition! 

Kuang Erlu obviously used the secret technique to reach the rank of Rank Seven Martial Emperor. 

Secret arts are generally time-limited, and there are few permanent secret arts, and even if they do, 

they usually have more terrifying sequelae. 

Fighting a war of attrition with Kuang Erlu is currently the most correct decision. 

Si Yuxiao and Emperor Xuanyu did not hesitate to start implementing the new strategy, and immediately 

resorted to various means of fighting, and no longer confronted Kuang Erlu. 

Emperor Jiao Qin Wu also swayed countless regular silk threads, filling the entire space and limiting the 

scope of Kuang Erlu's activities. 

"Humph!" 

"With these little tricks, I want to haunt me!?" 

Kuang Erlu turned a blind eye to the fighting methods of the three people, sneered, and directly killed 

Emperor Zunsheng Wu in the distance. 

Although the three of Jiao Qin once again used various methods, it was difficult to restrict Kuang Erlu, 

who was Rank 7 Wudi. 

Chapter 1086: Ineffective war of attrition 

"no solution anymore." 

"The five elements yin and yang seal the emperor formation!" 

With a wave of his hand, Emperor Jiao Qin Wu directly unfolded the emperor-level formation provided 

by Su Lang. 

Terrifying power poured into the array, and a huge transparent ball constructed by the formation barrier 

instantly trapped Kuang Erlu. 

"boom!!" 

Kuang Erlu, who had killed Emperor Wudi Zunsheng, slammed into the formation barrier and made a 

huge roar. 

The entire spherical formation barrier has been slightly deformed. 

"what!?" 

"Seventh rank emperor rank formation!?" 

Kuang Erlu was shocked. Although there were formations in their world, the strongest was at the junior 

Wudi level. 

This is the first time he has seen the formation of Rank Seven Wudi level! 
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The most important thing is that this powerful formation was released in an instant! 

This is really unbelievable for Kuang Erlu. 

However, shock was shocked. For Jiao Qin and the others' purpose, Kuang Erlu saw through at a glance 

and showed a deep sneer. 

But Emperor Jiao Qin Wu and others were relieved and began to show their magical powers to consume 

Kuang Erlu. 

The various emperors of the outside world breathed out a long breath, and they all looked at Su Lang 

one after another. 

"Thanks to Daoist Su Lang's formation!" 

"Yes, without the formation of Daoist Su Lang, the situation inside would be even worse." 

"Master Jiao Qin Wu should use the formation from the beginning, so that Emperor Wu will not be 

seriously injured." 

"Who can think that the ghost thing is so strong, one move will beat Emperor Zun Sheng Wu to 

exhaustion." 

"Now that fellow is trapped by Daoist Su Lang's formation, should we go in and besiege?" 

"If we join the siege, we will definitely consume the monster and end the battle early." 

"Lest there be too many dreams at night, let's go!" 

"..." 

The emperors of Wu Wu talked a lot, and they were quite ready to move. 

however. 

"I'm afraid not!" 

Su Lang shook his head, "Look, the monster's injury has healed, and the aura on his body has not 

diminished." 

This statement came out. 

Everyone was shocked, and gathered more mental energy to take a closer look and found that it was so. 

"hateful." 

"This guy's resilience is so strong!?" 

"That's the damage caused by Emperor Jiao Qin Wu and Si Yuxiao. How can the wound be healed so 

easily!?" 

"Damn, what the **** is going on!?" 

"..." 



The emperors felt a little unbelievable, and at the same time they felt a little weak. 

Even the injuries caused by Jiao Qin and Si Yuxiao's attacks of the Seventh Rank Martial Emperor level 

attack healed so easily. 

Even if they were exhausted to death, these junior and intermediate martial emperors would not be 

able to cause any loss to the monster. 

After all, the gap between Emperor Wu's small realms is too big! 

at the same time. 

Emperor Jiao Qin Sanwu, who was fighting Kuang Erlu, also discovered the special state of Kuang Erlu. 

They continue to consume Kuang Erlu, but the other party is not afraid to consume at all and has always 

maintained the best condition. 

This resilience. 

too frightening! 

"Humph!" 

"I am now being watched and blessed by the Origin Devil Emperor. If you want to consume me, it is a 

dream!" 

Kuang Erlu sneered without fear, allowing Jiao Qin and others' attacks to fall on him, unmoved. 

"Why is the resilience of this dog so terrible? What can we do?" 

Emperor Jiao Qin Wu was a little anxious, she and Si Yuxiao could explode the attack of Emperor Wu of 

the Seventh Rank, but it only broke out in an instant. 

Therefore, after the consumption tactics failed, the three Wudi were helpless! 

The battle is temporarily deadlocked. 

On the face of it, Kuang Erlu was besieged and in a weak position, but in fact, the three talents Jiao Qin 

were really disadvantaged. 

And just now. 

Su Lang saw more things. 

He discovered that Kuang Erlu seemed to be able to get a steady stream of power from the unknown 

existence. 

This is the characteristic of the incense practice system. 

It is the same as the relationship between the Chongtong clan and Xuanhuo. 

The martial artist of the Chongtong clan gets a reward of strength from Xuan Xuan, and if Xuan Xuan is 

willing, he can always instill aspiration power into a believer martial artist. 

Chapter 1087: Do it yourself! 
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but. 

Kuang Erlu's situation is different from the characteristics of a typical incense practice system. 

First of all, what Kuang Erlu gets supplemented is not the universal power of willingness, but some kind 

of higher energy after dilution, which perfectly fits Kuang Erlu itself after dilution. 

Secondly, his upper limit of power does not break through because of the continuous replenishment, 

but maintains the best condition, and replenishes a little when it consumes a little. 

In addition, Su Lang sensed an indescribable horror in Kuang Erlu's three pupils and eyes. 

It was as if there was an unimaginable strong man who was watching through Kuang Erlu's eyes. 

"Analyze with the information currently available." 

"The cultivation system of the Dark Sky World is probably a special cultivation system integrated into the 

incense system." 

"Like the inheritance world left by Emperor Wudi, Dark Sky has a supreme ruler, and that ruler is the 

Origin Demon Emperor!" 

"Kuang Erlu, is getting a steady stream of supplements from the Origin Demon Emperor. It is the Origin 

Demon Emperor who really fights the war of attrition with Jiao Qin and others!" 

"It's not advisable to rely on formations and fight attrition." 

Su Lang took a deep breath, "The only way is to use thunder to destroy it directly." 

Thought of this. 

Su Lang checked the time limit of his ‘swallowing clone’. 

It will be over in five minutes. 

"It should be enough." 

While thinking about it, Su Lang stepped forward and walked into the emperor's forbidden ground. 

"Friend Su Lang!" 

"Friend Langdi, what are you doing?" 

"Don't go, that's not a battle we can participate in!" 

"We have already contacted Master Wudi of Qingqiu, Wudi Palace, don't worry, Daoist Su Lang." 

"..." 

One by one, Emperor Wu persuaded Su Lang, and Emperor Wu stepped forward to stop him from letting 

Su Lang go'death'. 

"I know everyone's kindness." 

"However, if it is so consumed, we have lost too much." 



"The Seventh Rank Wudi Formation, but every second is burning money." 

Su Lang smiled and waved his hand, "Besides, please rest assured, if I don't have full confidence, how 

can I make a move?" 

While talking, Su Lang avoided the obstacles of the emperors at an extremely fast speed, and was about 

to enter the emperor forbidden area. 

"Friends, wait." 

"I am willing to do my best!" 

But Diyu Emperor Wu quickly followed. 

Then, Emperor Wudi, the **** of loud voice, followed closely behind. 

"Just be happy." 

Su Lang smiled, knowing that Emperor Wudi and the others were wary of him, fearing that they would 

have a conspiracy to go in. 

After all, they were affected by Emperor Ling Juewu a little bit. 

next moment. 

Su Lang took a step forward, and the scene before him suddenly changed. 

A dark planet appeared underfoot, and the sky that occupied a quarter of the planet was reduced to a 

battlefield, separated by the Five Elements Yin and Yang Seal Imperial Array, and Kuang Erlu was 

besieged inside. 

Emperor Jiao Qin Wu, Si Yuxiao, and Emperor Xuan Yu are still attacking Kuang Erlu 

——Before they found a new tactic, they could only maintain the strategy at this time and temporarily 

drag Kuang Erlu. 

"A helper is here!" 

Emperor Su Lang, Foolish Fish, and Desolate God Sanwu entered the emperor forbidden area, and 

Emperor Xuanyu was the first to feel it. 

"It's the Emperor Lang, the foolish fish and the wild god!" 

Jiao Qin and Si Yuxiao looked distracted and couldn't help but smile. 

Huangshen is the fifth rank martial emperor, Su Lang is suspected to have the fifth rank combat power, 

and the crazy fish fourth rank martial emperor, in such a battle, he can't play any role! 

If Kuang Erlu suddenly got out of trouble, then all three of them might have to die! 

This is a great loss to Canglan Continent! 

But the next moment. 

"Ying confused the inner world!" 



With a thought in Su Lang, he began to release the weight of Yingzhu's inner bounds and carry it on 

himself. 

One billionth, two billionths... one millionth, two millionths... one millionth! 

One part per million is the limit that Su Lang can bear after using the Devouring clone. 

In an instant. 

Su Lang carried a weight of 6,400,000 billion tons, and his whole body cracked and cracked fine lines 

faintly appeared on his skin. 

The surrounding space suddenly swayed countless spatial ripples, almost being trampled by Su Lang. 

Chapter 1088: There is no fear Kuang Erlu 

"this is......" 

"Release the power of the universe of life!?" 

At this moment, everyone's complexion changed wildly. 

Jiao Qin, Si Yuxiao, Emperor Xuanyou, Huang Shen, crazy fish, the emperors of the outside world...! 

"Langdi dare to release the power of the universe of life!?" 

"Oh my God, doesn't he know that by doing this, the universe of life will collapse!?" 

"The universe of life that has not yet been perfected, once the power of the world is released, it will first 

carry its own weight. The loose planet will collapse in an instant!" 

"Langdi...his life universe, I am afraid it has begun to collapse!" 

"Unexpectedly, the Emperor Lang has such a great spirit. In order to kill the powerful enemy in another 

world, he will not hesitate to sacrifice himself to pour countless years of painstaking life in the 

universe!" 

"God, I was foolishly suspicious of Langdi's conspiracy just now, I am so damned!" 

"Friend Langdi, I am convinced!" 

"..." 

Each Emperor Wu looked at Su Lang intently, his eyes flickering, with deep shock and emotion. 

In all Wudi's cognition. 

The power of the universe of life cannot be released before the planets of the universe of life are 

completely melted into perfection. 

Because each Wudi’s life universe planet chooses the right land from the outside world, gradually 

accepts the life universe, and uses the force of rules to cast it into a planet. 

In the realm of Emperor Wu, everyone’s life universe only looked like one planet, which was actually 

very loose and its structure was very unstable. 
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Weak Wudi, their universe of life is full of loopholes, it may seem very large and vast, but in fact it is 

fragile. 

For the planet of life universe to be perfect, basically it takes a complete road of Emperor Wu, and it is 

possible to touch the realm of the Great Emperor. 

Only then will it be possible to have the qualifications to release the power of the world. 

Prior to this, once the power of the world is released, it is basically equivalent to giving up the life 

universe planet that has been cultivated for many years and allowing it to collapse... 

and so. 

When he discovered that Su Lang released the power of the world. 

All the emperors of Wu were moved by Su Lang's spirit of ‘fearlessness and sacrifice’. 

But they don't even know. 

At first, Su Lang had no life universe, only Wuxian Inner Realm. 

Second, what exists in the inner world is the fragments of the boundless world that have been tempered 

in the universe for four to five billion years. 

Whether it is its own texture or long-term training, it is impossible for it to collapse due to the release of 

the power of the world. 

And at the same time. 

One person was even more shocked, and that was Kuang Erlu. 

No, to be precise, it should be the Origin Devil Emperor! 

A faraway place, a corner of the boundless universe. 

On the vast black planet, the mysterious existence in the mist was staring at Su Lang through Kuang 

Erlu's eyes. 

At a glance, he could see through Su Lang's true cultivation base that was only a martial arts immortal! 

This is the most shocking place of Origin Devil Emperor. 

In the Realm of One Tribulation Wuxian, it possesses the combat power close to that of Wudi Wudi, and 

can also release the power of the world. 

This unreasonable existence. 

Even if the Origin Devil Emperor is a universe-level old monster that has survived for nearly 100 million 

years, he has never seen it! 

at the same time. 

Seeing all Wudi's expressions moved, Su Lang felt inexplicable. 



However, his expression remained unchanged, his face was serious and solemn, and carrying the 

terrifying power of the world, he came to the front of the Five Elements Yin and Yang Sealing Emperor 

Formation. 

"you......" 

Kuang Erlu stared at Su Lang closely with an unbelievable expression. 

Because his cultivation system was very special and could not condense the universe of life, he didn't 

know that Su Lang had released the power of the world. 

However, he could clearly perceive Su Lang's terrifying aura that far surpassed that of Rank Seven 

Martial Emperor! 

The crisis of life and death engulfed Kuang Erlu all at once. 

If he hadn't been covered by armor tightly, he would have exploded by now! 

"ended." 

"Invaders of the dark world!" 

Su Lang's voice was indifferent and ruthless, containing a chilling killing intent. 

"You...you can't kill me!" 

"The Origin Devil Emperor is watching you, if you dare to kill me, you will definitely die!" 

Kuang Erlu yelled fiercely, not sternly, but truly confident! 

Chapter 1089: Su Lang flickers! 

"Is it!?" 

"This world is just a broken universe of life." 

"We will leave here soon, how can Origin Devil Emperor find me?" 

Su Lang didn't do anything for the time being. The seemingly nonsense move was actually collecting 

intelligence. 

"Hahahaha!" 

"Do you think that the Great Origin Devil Emperor cannot anchor your world?" 

"Wrong, a big mistake, why could that weak and weak Hu Sixi escape, because I let him out specially!" 

"Hahahaha, Hu Sixi is the anchor. Our Dark Sky world has already fixed on your world!" 

"Although your world seems to have many Emperor Wu, so many Emperor Wu came from a small 

inheritance, but our Dark Sky World is stronger!" 

"You are dead, haha, unless you join the world of Dark Sky and become the people of the Great Origin 

Devil Emperor!" 
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Kuang Erlu laughed wildly, and his fear of Su Lang was actually suppressed. 

Su Lang, Jiao Qin and others could not help feeling a deep chill after hearing Kuang Erlu's words. 

It is clear. 

Kuang Erlu believes that Canglan Continent is a world where Emperor Wu walks everywhere. 

But even so, he is still confident! 

This shows how powerful the Dark Sky Continent is! 

I am afraid that it is at least one level higher than the Canglan Continent, and at least has a great 

emperor-level powerhouse! 

Being stared at by such a powerful world is more threatening than Jingtian Continent! 

but. 

Su Lang and others are not fools either. 

Although I was horrified in my heart, there was no fear. 

Because of Kuang Erlu's misunderstanding, it was an opportunity for Canglan Continent! 

"This misunderstanding must be widened!" 

Su Lang thought to himself, smiling coldly on the surface. 

"Hehe, what about the world that anchors us?" 

"We are just a group of ordinary Wudi on the Continent of Zhetian. People who are stronger than us are 

everywhere!" 

"Not only that, but we also have the great guardian of the Ruthless Heavenly Emperor. What kind of 

origin is the Devil Emperor, whose name is loud, but I don't know how we can support the Ruthless 

Heavenly Emperor?" 

"By the way, Origin Devil! Are you looking at me now? Listen well, we welcome the Dark Sky World to 

die. I am worried that I have no resources. It would be great to be able to fight!" 

Su Lang looked at Kuang Erlu with his nostrils aloft, and when he talked about the Ruthless Emperor, he 

immediately showed a look of worship and awe. 

This time the actor-level performance almost stunned Jiao Qin and others. 

Fortunately, they understood Su Lang's strategy in an instant, and immediately showed the same 

respect and awe as Su Lang. 

Even more exaggerated! 

But Kuang Erlu was stunned by Su Lang. 

He didn't underestimate the Canglan Continent, the world where Emperor Wu walked all over the 

ground, even the Dark Sky world was difficult to chew. 



At this time, after hearing Su Lang's words, Kuang Erlu suddenly felt that the Canglan Continent was 

even more powerful, probably not inferior to the Dark Sky World at all! 

Looking at the Origin Devil Emperor through Kuang Erlu's eyes, his mentality became serious and 

solemn. 

In the view of the origin of the emperor. 

Su Lang himself is a super genius who has been rare in a million years. In any era, he is a pervert that 

crushes his peers and beats the older generation. 

Such an existence is absolutely arrogant and will not easily worship and awe a certain person. 

Unless it is really a very powerful existence, Su Lang can convince such geniuses. 

therefore. 

In the mind of Origin Devil Emperor, a very powerful warrior has been imagined. 

A strong man who has walked far on the road of the emperor, even close to the supreme emperor! 

Only such a strong man can make Su Lang such a perverted bow. 

"The Ruthless Heavenly Emperor..." 

"It seems that for the time being, we can't do anything about this Zhetian Continent, we have to 

investigate it first." 

The Origin Devil Emperor was determined in his heart and would never attack the opponent's world 

easily. 

Chapter 1090: Fragments of the Great Emperor's Soul Body! 

at the same time. 

At the moment Kuang Erlu's expression was stagnant, Su Lang immediately saw his expression in his 

eyes. 

"It seems that Kuang Erlu believed my nonsense." 

"I just don't know if the Origin Devil Emperor will be bluffed by me." 

Su Lang thought silently, regaining his arrogant look on the surface, looking at Kuang Erlu 

condescendingly. 

"Humph!" 

"Our dark world is the strongest world!" 

"No one can stop our invasion, and the same goes for you to cover the continent!" 

In Kuang Erlu's fearless expression, he finally brought a trace of sorrow. 

"Ha ha!" 
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"Dogs of the dark world." 

"I hope you can come to us to cover the sky soon." 

"Well, I will kill this Rank Six Martial Emperor first. Remember, you must hate me!" 

Su Lang glanced at Kuang Erlu with disdain, and immediately stepped forward, violently stepping on 

Kuang Erlu in the Five Elements Yin-Yang Seal Imperial Array. 

Where he passed, the barrier of formation automatically opened the channel. 

Su Lang's feet fell on Kuang Erlu's huge body that was 100 meters high in an instant. 

"Don't you want to kill me!" 

Kuang Erlu roared, and his voice trembled. 

He raised his hands and slapped him fiercely in the middle, as if he wanted to slap Su Lang as a fly. 

But the next moment. 

Kuang Erlu's movements suddenly froze and stopped completely. 

Immediately after. 

Click! Click! 

Numerous cracks appeared in the black spiked armor on Kuang Erlu's body. In the cracks, a large amount 

of blood and meat overflowed. 

Obviously, Kuang Erlu, who was wrapped in armor, could not withstand Su Lang's terrifying attack, and 

was directly shocked into meat. 

but. 

Kuang Erlu is a great emperor who specializes in physical training, almost the purest physical training, so 

this kind of injury still failed to kill him. 

"dead!" 

Su Lang stepped out again. 

Not only contains the power of the world that confuses the inner world, but also the power of infinite 

rules. 

"Do not--!!" 

"The Great Origin Devil..." 

Kuang Erlu issued a desperate call, but no one could help him, even the Origin Devil Emperor, who was 

so far away, couldn't help him. 

"Kuang Erlu will undoubtedly die." 

"But it's okay. If the flesh and blood parasitic on Kuang Erlu can be recovered, there is no loss." 



The Origin Demon Emperor whispered, and immediately his mind moved, and he began to operate his 

great emperor level exercises. 

In the forbidden land of the emperor. 

Kuang Erlu's huge body was completely shattered. 

But the black armor exploded with a force that was even higher than the power of Emperor Wu, 

avoiding the end of complete annihilation. 

Not only that. 

The black armor suddenly transformed from a hard object to a tough muscle-like body, and it engulfed 

Kuang Erlu's Wudi soul. 

The twisted muscles, like countless pythons entangled their prey, began to devour Kuang Erlu's soul, and 

he wanted to merge his soul with himself! 

In this scene, Jiao Qin and others' pupils contracted suddenly. 

Su Lang also looked surprised, and he was vigilant in his heart to prevent the opponent from throwing 

his hole cards again and then turning over. 

but. 

The scene where the muscles devour Kuang Erlu's soul lasted less than a second. 

The next moment. 

The densely packed muscles and muscles twisted together like a snake, and Kuang Erlu's spirit of 

Emperor Wu disappeared instantly! 

"Ding! You get the Fragment of the Great Emperor's Soul Body*1, the Senior Martial Emperor's Soul*1, 

the Enlightenment of Space*1, the Rule Xianjing*1, the Great Dao of Power*1, The Hinayana 

Xianyuan*3125486, and the best immortal jade*9121428.. .... Emperor-level materials... Fairy-level 

materials..." 

When the system prompt came, Su Lang was taken aback. 

"What is the fragment of the Great Emperor's soul body!?" 

"Also, isn't Kuang Erlu the sixth rank martial emperor, how did he harvest the soul of the advanced 

martial emperor? Then it is considered advanced if he has a rank seven or more!" 

"In addition... this rule of the fairy crystal is so rough, it only contains some power rules." 

"This Dao of Power is pretty good. I didn't expect to kill the Emperor Wu to directly explode the power 

of the Dao. The'Perfect Plunder' is really terrifying." 

"..." 

 


